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Welcome to the Center for Intuitive Studies. We are Jeshua and we are the teachers of
all courses, all lectures, all workshops, all conversations with Source. All conversations
flow through the channel, Carol Collins. She is partnered with us in a way that we are
wanting for all of you. Quieted became supple. We teach you what that means, why your
higher self desires it, why your life desires it, why your guide desires it.

We have so many things to teach the world. We do teach through people. We are a
collective of non-physical beings that have formed together and named ourselves the
Jeshua Collective. It is an easy way for you, dear ones, to understand that there are
many of us. Far more of us than you can imagine in any session, private or otherwise.

We teach you many different topics that align themselves to one thing - how to channel.
Whether you channel is up to you. We teach you topics to create synergy and trust
within the mind, the subconscious mind. When the subconscious mind, your egoic self is
supple, you receive verbal guidance on where to go, when to go, and more.

Life is, period. Your guide is, period. You are hand-in-hand the entire life span that you
are here in the physical world, but you also create your own reality. Law of attraction,
thoughts create things, deliberate creation, you are what you think about - they are all
synonyms for the egoic, dominant aspect of physical life.

We bring you new information. We combine four pillars of learning: who we are, who you
are and why you are physical human being; thoughts and how they manifest who you
become; the chakra system and how to self-heal; and Unfoldment exercises to create a
clean, clear, accurate connection. If you have found these teachings, you have been
guided to it. Peruse this catalog, and as you do know that we, Jeshua, and your guide
are aware of you the entire time. If a course jumps off the page say these words, "That's
the one" and let it be the way that you choose what to take, when to take every time.

We never stop teaching. We never stop teaching. We never stop teaching. We love you
so much and we look forward to having you hear us, verbally by means of channeled
construction. 

Love, Jeshua



The Courses
UNFOLDMENT INTO CHANNELING
90-minute class once a week for 12 weeks. Classes follow a program designed by Seth to increase
your ability to receive, clarity in that receiving, and accuracy on what your guide is conveying to
you.  * With unlimited access to Seth's Unfoldment Facebook Group.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format - Virtual
Date/Time - Every Monday evening 7-8:30pm EST
Cost - $300 per session (12 classes each, 4 semesters per year)

The Art of Self-Healing
1-hour class once a week for 12 weeks. When you intentionally direct Chi by the use of internal
healing properties called vortexual points, you can speed up the healing process - mental,
emotional, and physical - by a little or a lot depending on your attunement and your practice of it.
Jeshua teaches you how.  * With unlimited access to Jeshua's Source Led Living Facebook Group
dedicated to the art of self-healing.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites.
Format - Virtual
Date/Time - Every Tuesday evening 7-8pm EST
Cost - $300 per session (12 classes each, 4 semesters per year)

A Course In Miracles - Explained
Reality is the one you create for yourself. ACIM is explained by the being who wrote the book
alongside the guide of each participant. Concepts, terms, living the art of allowing, healing the mind
from unwanted beliefs, and plenty of Q&A. There are many ACIM courses but none that are taught
by Jeshua through channeled discussions. * With unlimited access to Spiritually Led Journey
Facebook Study Group.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format - Virtual
Date/Time - Every Tuesday evening 5-6pm EST
Cost - $300 per semester (12 classes)

Our Knowing - Conversations with Jeshua
2-hour Q&A format that are nonstop channeled conversation where your questions guide the event.
Their teaching will amaze you. Jeshua begins each workshop teaching on a topic of their choice to
enlighten you on who they are or some aspect of learning how to live a happier, healthier life.
Afterwards, they open the balance of time for questions on any topic that is important to you.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format - Virtual
Date/Time - Every other Thursday evening 7-9pm EST, January through December
Cost - $55 per person per session
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Ongoing and Semester Based



The Courses
Meditation - Why It is A Necessity for Intuition
Why meditation is necessary to open your intuitive
abilities, the how, why and when personalized for all.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 1.5 Hours
Date/Time - January 12 and 26, 7-8:30pm
Cost - $45 per person

All That Is
Consciousness Beings, the who, the why and the how
of integrating them into the worldly experiences.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 1.5 Hours
Date/Time - February 9 and 23, 7-8:30pm
Cost - $45 per person

Emotional Discord and How to Heal It
The chakratic system is the source of law of
attraction, why it harms and how to heal from it.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 1.5 Hours
Date/Time - March 9 and 23, 7-8:30pm
Cost - $45 per person

Ocularity - Which Is Your Gift of Communication
Open evaluations for all students, the how and why
your favorite gift sometimes comes last.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 1.5 Hours
Date/Time - April 6 and 20, 7-8:30pm 
Cost - $45 per person

Physical Manifestations of Stress
Mannerisms, personality traits and physical dis-ease
discussed as attributes of stagnant Chi.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 1.5 Hours
Date/Time - May 11 and 25, 7-8:30pm
Cost - $45 per person

Traveling With Your Guide - and Why You Need It
The how and why revealed on sleep state traveling vs
dreaming and what it can do for your awake state.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 1.5 Hours
Date/Time - June 8 and 22, 7-8:30pm
Cost - $45 per person
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The Akash - Your Link to Your Higher Selves
What does it mean to have "an akashic moment"
and how it might be used by your Parent Soul Being
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 1.5 Hours
Date/Time - July 6 and 27, 7-8:30pm
Cost - $45 per person

The Angelic Realm Beings - Archangels
There are different types of Consciousness beings
and not all incarnate. Archangels are one of them.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 1.5 Hours
Date/Time - August 10 and 24, 7-8:30pm
Cost - $45 per person

Personality Pathways
Built-in is a phrase used often, teaching on life
purpose, foundational aspects and past lives.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 1.5 Hours
Date/Time - September 7 and 21, 7-8:30pm
Cost - $45 per person

Third Eye - Who Owns It
There is an opening that dramatically improves
ocular vision and hearing, learn about who opens it.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 1.5 Hours
Date/Time - October 12 and 26, 7-8:30pm
Cost - $45 per person

Myths and Misconceptions of Spirit Beings
Much of what people teach each other about Spirit
beings is incorrect, Jeshua tells you how it really is.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 1.5 Hours
Date/Time - November 9 and 23, 7-8:30pm
Cost - $45 per person

Law of Attraction - Toys for Tots Charity Event
Gift giving for the children, Open Q&A with Jeshua on
any life situation or topic important to you.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 1.5 Hours
Date/Time - December 14, 7-8:30pm
Cost - $45 per person

Continuing Education - Wednesdays



The Courses
Mediumship Revealed, Clairvoyance Revealed
Difference between intuitive, medium, clairvoyant,
and channel discussed along with Q&A.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 3 Hours
Date/Tie - January 8 and 22, 12-3pm
Cost - $55 per person

Believing Is Seeing
Change your thoughts, change your life. Learn why
words, tone, and inflection matter as a manifestor.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 3 Hours
Date/Time - February 5 and 26, 12-3pm
Cost - $55 per person

Telepathy - Taught by P'nti and Arcturians
Psychic/telepathy is a skill that the P'nti teach, the
Arcturians reveal how they use it to heal people.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 3 Hours
Date/Time - March 5 and 19, 12-3pm
Cost - $55 per person

Source vs Source Energy - Who Are We?
Energy flows from the dimension where All That Is
resides and is how you became a carnated soul.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 3 Hours
Date/Time - April 2 and 23, 12-3pm 
Cost - $55 per person

The Silent Communication of Intuition
The quieted mind hears us verbally but the rest of
the world receives guidance as well. includes Q&A.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 3 Hours
Date/Time - May 7 and 14, 12-3pm
Cost - $55 per person

Symbiotic Relationship, Your Guide and You
You are never alone, not only in this life but in the
afterlife. Your guide is your teacher. Includes Q&A.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 3 Hours
Date/Time - June 4 and 18, 12-3pm
Cost - $55 per person
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Ocularity and Left Brain Activation
Intro to Intuitive Studies with Jeshua. How to know
what a received thought feels like. Includes Q&A. 
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 3 Hours
Date/Time - July 2 and 30, 12-3pm
Cost - $55 per person

Demystifying the Trance States
Moving into the altered state planes and why it is
good for your higher selves. Includes Q&A.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 3 Hours
Date/Time - August 6 and 20, 12-3pm
Cost - $55 per person

The Birthing and Rebirthing Process
Seth discusses The Transition in/out of the worlds
and moving transcendentally with your guide.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 3 Hours
Date/Time - September 3 and 17, 12-3pm
Cost - $55 per person

The Inner Equinox
Altering the unaltered soul, how change occurs for
your higher selves. Includes Q&A.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 3 Hours
Date/Time - October 8 and 22, 12-3pm
Cost - $55 per person

Source of Life
Source Energy, Source Beings, Planetary Energies,
Parent Souls, Higher Selves, all discussed with Q&A.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 3 Hours
Date/Time - November 5 and 19, 12-3pm
Cost - $55 per person

Law of Attraction - Toys for Tots Charity Event
Gift giving for the children, Open Q&A with Jeshua
on any life situation or topic important to you.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format/Duration - Virtual, 3 Hours
Date/Time - December 10, 12-3pm
Cost - $55 per person

Continuing Education - Saturdays



The Courses

Directed Energy to Self-Heal
Heal yourself from unwanted beliefs that manifest as patterns of behavior, physical ailments,
and emotional discord. This course is part lecture, part experiential learning, and as always,
there will be time for Q&A. The Jeshua Collective and your guide are always present. Tune into
them as they teach you The Art of Directed Energy to heal yourself.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format - In person
Length - 1 full day
Dates/Times - Sedona AZ, July 14, 9am - 4pm
                         Bedford Springs, PA, October 1 and 2 (one day each), 9am - 4pm            
                         Hot Springs, VA, December 2 and 3 (one day each), 9am - 4pm
Cost - $125 per person

The Powerfulness of Source Energy
Two full days of in-depth teaching on the four pillars of Intuitive Studies: Who Source being are,
who we are as human beings and why we are having this physical life; Thoughts create your
reality; Chakra system and how it is meant to heal you; and Unfoldment exercises to bring out
clean, clear, and accurate receiving. 
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format - In person
Length - 2 full days
Dates/Times - Planned for 2023, 2 full days, 9am - 4pm (generally Friday/Saturday)
Cost - $250 per person

The "I AM" Retreat
Rejuvenate at the I AM Retreat. Jeshua designed this retreat weekend to heal your life of
unwanted habits, unconscious beliefs, and painful memories that stop you from getting what
you want - abundance in all things with one added benefit, a birth Intention of your Higher Self -
a clear connection to them.
Level - all students, no pre-requisites
Format - In person retreat style
Length - 3 full days
Dates/Times - New Orleans, February 18-22, Friday arrival, Monday morning departure
                         Sedona, AZ, July 15-17
                         Pittsburgh, PA, September 23-25, 2022
Cost - $500 retreat only, lodging and transportation not included
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Continuing Education - Full Day Intensives



Thank You
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for allowing Jeshua to be your teachers


